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KIDs are Non-Generic

Robert Beig, Piotr T. Chruściel and Richard Schoen

Abstract. We prove that the space-time developments of generic solutions of the
vacuum constraint Einstein equations do not possess any global or local Killing
vectors, when Cauchy data are prescribed on an asymptotically flat Cauchy surface,
or on a compact Cauchy surface with mean curvature close to a constant, or for
CMC asymptotically hyperbolic initial data sets. More generally, we show that non-
existence of global symmetries implies, generically, non-existence of local ones. As
part of the argument, we prove that generic metrics do not possess any local or
global conformal Killing vectors.

1 Introduction

Let P be the linearization of the general relativistic constraints map, as defined by
(8.1) below. Recall that a Killing Initial Data (KID) is a couple (N,Y ), defined
on a spacelike hypersurface, where N is a function and Y is a vector field, such
that P ∗(Y,N) = 0, see (5.3)–(5.4) below. In vacuum space-times, with or without
cosmological constant, KIDs are in one-to-one correspondence with Killing vectors
in the associated space-time [13, 19].

A local Killing vector field is a solution X of the Killing equations defined
on an open subset of a pseudo-Riemannian1 manifold M ; local conformal Killing
vector fields and local KIDs are defined in an analogous way.

When attempting to glue general relativistic initial data sets [12] one is faced
with the need of proving the following:

Conjecture 1.1 Generic general relativistic vacuum initial data sets have no local
KIDs.

The object of this paper is to establish such a fact under some supplementary
conditions. For U ⊂ M let K (U ) denote the set of KIDs on U . We show, first,
that non-existence of global KIDs implies, generically, non-existence of local ones:

Theorem 1.2 Let Λ ∈ R, and consider the collection of vacuum initial data sets
with cosmological constant Λ on an n-dimensional manifold M with a Ck,α topol-
ogy, k ≥ k0(n), for some k0(n) (k0(3) = 6)2, α ∈ (0, 1). Let (K0, g0) in this

1 In our terminology a Riemannian metric is also pseudo-Riemannian.
2The function k0(n) is obtained, in dimension n = 3, by chasing the differentiability thresholds

throughout the proof. We do not have an explicit estimate for k0(n) if n > 3, or for the function
�0(n) appearing in Theorem 8.7 below, because some steps of the proof in those dimensions
proceed via non-constructive arguments, see Section 7.
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collection be such that
K (M) = {0} . (1.1)

1. Let p ∈M and consider the set

Vp = {vacuum initial data such that K (U ) = {0}

for any neighborhood U of p} .
Then Vp is open and dense in a neighborhood of (K0, g0).

2. Define further:

V = {vacuum initial data such that K (U ) = {0}

for any open subset U of M} .
Then V is of second category in a neighborhood of (K0, g0).

Identical results hold in the class of initial data with fixed constant trgK, as well
as in the class of time symmetric initial data K ≡ 0.

(Recall that a set is of second category if it contains a countable intersection
of open dense sets; in complete metric or Fréchet spaces such sets are dense.)

The Ck,α topology in Theorem 1.2, as well as in the remaining results below
unless explicitly stated otherwise, can be understood as follows: one chooses some
smooth complete Riemannian metric h on M , which is then used to calculate
norms of tensors and their h-covariant derivatives. Other choices are possible, and
this is discussed in more detail in Appendix A.

One expects that for generic initial data the no-global-KIDs condition (1.1) of
Theorem 1.2 will be satisfied. Attempts to prove that require analytical tools which
impose restrictions on the geometry. We concentrate therefore on three cases which
seem to us to be the most important ones from the point of view of applications:
compact manifolds without boundary, or asymptotically flat initial data sets, or
conformally compactifiable initial data sets. Our next main result, when used in
conjunction with Theorem 1.2, establishes Conjecture 1.1 in those cases:

Theorem 1.3 Consider the following collections of vacuum initial data sets:

1. Λ = 0 with an asymptotically flat region, or

2. trgK = Λ = 0 with an asymptotically flat region, or

3. K = Λ = 0 with an asymptotically flat region, or

4. with a conformally compactifiable region in which trgK is constant, or
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5. the trace of K is constant and the underlying manifold M is compact, with

(trgK)2 ≥ 2n
(n− 1)

Λ , (1.2)

or

6. K = 0, M is compact, and the curvature scalar R satisfies R = 2Λ ≤ 0,

with a Ck,α ×Ck,α (weighted in the non-compact region) topology, with k ≥ k0(n)
for some k0(n) (k ≥ 6 if n = dimM = 3). For each such collection the subset of
vacuum initial data sets without global KIDs is open and dense.

The weights in the asymptotic region should be chosen so that the metrics
approach the Euclidean one as r−β , for some β ∈ (0, n − 2]. In the conformally
compactifiable regions a topology as in [11, Theorem 6.7] with 0 ≤ t < (n + 1)/2
should be used.

It would be of interest to have a version of points 4 and 5 without the CMC
condition. Since the collection of initial data sets which have no global KIDs is
open (see Proposition 4.2 below), for compact manifolds the proof of Theorem 1.3
also provides a large open collection of initial data sets which are close to CMC
data and which have no global KIDs. However, the general case remains open.
We think that the removal of the CMC condition in point 5 is the most notable
problem left open by our paper.

Somewhat surprisingly, the above results require a considerable amount of
non-trivial work. We first show that generic metrics have no local conformal Killing
vectors, or local Killing vectors3. This is done by reducing the problem to a finite
system of linear algebraic equations for the candidate vector, as well as a few of its
derivatives, at a given point. While the argument is conceptually straightforward,
there is some messy algebra involved when one wishes to show that those algebraic
equations lead to the desired conclusion for at least one metric. This result is then
used in the proof of Theorem 1.3. A similar argument is used for local KIDs,
with an appropriately messier algebra. That would have settled the problem, if
not for the fact that we want initial data satisfying the constraint equations. In
order to take care of that we first use Taylor expansions to construct approximate
solutions of the constraint equations near a point p. The gluing techniques of
Corvino-Schoen [14] type, as extended in [10, 11], are then used to go from an
approximate solution to a real one, establishing Theorem 1.2.

Some comments on the organization of this paper are in order. The heart
of our analysis lies in Section 8, where we show how to perturb solutions of the
vacuum constraint equations to solutions without KIDs, preserving the constraint

3The only related result known to us in the literature is in [15], where it is shown that on a
compact boundaryless manifold the set of Riemannian metrics without nontrivial isometries is
open and dense. The argument given there does not seem to be useful to get rid of local Killing
vector fields, and makes essential use of the fact that M is compact without boundary. Moreover
it is not clear how to adapt it to account for conformal Killing vectors, or for KIDs.
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equations. This requires several preliminary results, such as a) perturbing initial
data to get rid of KIDs, without necessarily satisfying any constraint equations,
and b) perturbing metrics to get rid of conformal Killing vectors. The argument
needed for a) is presented in Section 5 in dimension three, and in Section 7 in
all dimensions. The advantage of the argument in Section 5 is that it gives an
explicit differentiability threshold for the construction, in the physically important
case n = 3, while the one in Section 7 leads to some uncontrollable, dimension
dependent threshold. In Section 6 we show how to get rid of KIDs in the time-
symmetric case, while remaining in the time-symmetric class. In Section 2 we
construct functions that control existence, or lack thereof, of conformal Killing
vector fields in dimension three. This result is the key for getting rid of KIDs on
CMC initial data sets; it also sets the stage for the structure of the argument for
KID-removal. As before, the higher-dimensional proof is carried out in Section 7,
with some non-explicit differentiability threshold. In Section 3 we construct the
corresponding functions for controlling Killing vectors. Here we obtain explicit
differentiability thresholds in all dimensions. Perturbations removing conformal
Killing vectors do of course remove Killing vectors as well, but the differentiability
thresholds we obtain in the Killing case are explicit in all dimensions, and smaller
than the corresponding conformal Killing threshold in dimension three. In Section 4
we show how the local perturbation arguments of the previous sections can be
translated into category-type statements. This leads immediately to the question
of topologies appropriate in our context, this is briefly discussed in Appendix A.
Appendix B presents a monodromy-type argument for analytic overdetermined
PDE systems, needed in the proofs of Section 7. All the results just described join
forces in Section 9, where Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are established.

2 Metrics without conformal Killing vectors near a point, n=3

We start with some preliminaries. Unless explicitly specified otherwise we assume
in this section that dimension equals three. Recall that the Schouten tensor Lij is
given by

Lij = Rij − 1
4
gijR , (2.1)

where gij is a pseudo-Riemannian metric and Rij and R are respectively its Ricci
and scalar curvature. Furthermore we define the Cotton tensor Bijk

Bijk = Li[j;k] . (2.2)

The tensor Bijk has the following algebraic properties

Bijk = Bi[jk] , Biik = 0 , B[ijk] = 0 , (2.3)

which makes five degrees of freedom per space point. It also satisfies

Bi[jk;l] = 0 . (2.4)
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Equivalently, we can take
Hij = εkliBjkl . (2.5)

The tensor Hij is symmetric, tracefree and divergence-free.
Suppose a metric has a conformal Killing vector X ,

DiXj +DjXi =
2
3
ϕgij , (2.6)

where ϕ here is the divergence of the vector field X . Then it has to be the case
that

LXBijk = 0 . (2.7)

The reason is that the map Cotton sending a metric to its Cotton tensor satisfies
Φ∗Cotton[g] = Cotton[Φ∗g] for any map Φ of M into itself. One now applies
this relation to the case where Φ is a one- parameter family of diffeomorphisms
generated by a conformal Killing vector X . Taking the derivative with respect
to the parameter and using that the map Cotton is invariant under conformal
rescaling of the metric one obtains (2.7). An equivalent form of (2.7) is the relation

LXHij = −1
3
ϕHij , (2.8)

Taking cyclic permutations of the equation obtained by differentiating (2.6) one
has

DiFjk = −RjkilXl +
2
3
ϕ[jgk]i , (2.9)

where we have defined Fij = D[iXj] and ϕi = Diϕ. The Lie derivative of the tensor
Rij − Rgij/2(n − 1) (here, for future reference, we work in general dimension n)
equals

LX

(
Rij −− R

2(n− 1)
gij

)
= − (n− 2)

n
DiDjϕ . (2.10)

In dimension n = 3, to which we return now, this reads

Diϕj = −3LXLij . (2.11)

The identities (2.9)–(2.11), together with the relation

DiXj = Fij + ϕgij/3 , (2.12)

imply that a conformal Killing vector, for which the quantities

(X,Fij , ϕ, ϕi)

are all zero at the point p, has to vanish in a neighborhood of p. Using (2.9), (2.8)
takes the form

XkDkHij + 2F (i
kHj)k + ϕHij = 0 . (2.13)
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Next we take a derivative of (2.13) with the result that

F l
kDkHij+

4
3
ϕDlHij+XkDlDkHij+2(DlF (i

k)Hj)k+2F(i
kD|l|Hj)k+ϕlHij = 0 .

(2.14)
We are ready now to pass to the proof of the main result of this section:

Theorem 2.1 Let (M, g) be a smooth three-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian1

manifold.

1. There exists a non-trivial homogeneous polynomial

Q(·, ·, ·) : R
6 × R

3×6 × R
3×3×6 → R

such that if
Q(H,DH,D2H)(p) �= 0

(the R
6 arises here because H is symmetric), then there exists a neighborhood

Op of p on which there are no local conformal Killing vectors.

2. Let Ω be a neighborhood of p ∈ M . For any k ≥ 5 and ε > 0 there exists a
metric g′ ∈ C∞(M) such that

‖g − g′‖Ck(Ω̄) < ε ,

with g − g′ supported in Ω, and such that Q(H ′, DH ′, D2H ′)(p) does not
vanish.

Remark 2.2 A corresponding result in higher dimensions is proved in Theorem 7.4.

Remark 2.3 Recall that a polynomial in the curvature tensor and its derivatives
is called invariant if it is independent of the frame used to evaluate its numerical
value. Below we arbitrarily choose some orthonormal basis of TpM to define Q,
and it is unlikely that the polynomial Q defined in our proof will be an invariant
polynomial if the signature of the metric is Lorentzian; moreover, it is not clear
how to modify Q to make it invariant while preserving the claimed properties. Note
that one can view Q as a function on the frame bundle. In the Riemannian case
we let Q̃ be the integral of Q over those fibers with respect to the Haar measure,
then Q̃ is a non-trivial invariant polynomial with the properties as above.

We note that the polynomial constructed below provides a convenient tool to
capture the fact that a certain geometrically defined matrix has rank larger than
ten; the latter assertion provides an equivalent invariant statement, regardless of
signature.

Proof. Before passing to the proof, some auxiliary results will be useful., Let the
superscript “˚” denote “value at the point p”, e.g., DkR̊ij := (DkRij)(p). In the
calculations that follow we will assume that the metric has Riemannian signature.
The remaining cases require trivial modifications, which we leave to the reader.
We start with a Lemma:
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Lemma2.4 Consider a metric such that

g̊ij = δij , R̊ij = 0, DkR̊ij = 0 . (2.15)

Furthermore let the second derivatives of the curvature be such that

DkH̊ij = Axky(izj) +Bykx(izj) + Czkx(iyj) , (2.16)

where (x, y, z) form an orthonormal basis of TpM and the three real numbers
A,B,C are all non-zero. Then the set of algebraic equations for

w := (Xi, Fij := D[iXj] , ϕ := DkXk, ϕi := Diϕ)(p)

obtained from the equations

[LXHij + 1
3ϕHij ](p) = 0 , (2.17)

[LXDkHij + 2Cmk(iHj)m + 1
3Dk(ϕHij)](p) = 0 , (2.18)

[LXDlDkHij + CmklDmHij + 2(DlC
m
k(i)Hj)m +

+2Cml(iD|k|Hj)m + 2Cmk(iD|l|Hj)m + 1
3DlDk(ϕHij)](p) = 0 , (2.19)

with Cijk defined as

Cijk =
1
3

(
2ϕ(jδ

i
k) − gjkϕ

i
)

(2.20)

implies w = 0.

Remark 2.5 Equations (2.17)–(2.19) are necessarily satisfied by every conformal
Killing vector field X : (2.17) is equivalent to (2.13), while Equations (2.18)–(2.19)
are equivalent to the first and second covariant derivatives of (2.13).

Remark 2.6 It can be seen that DkH̊ij in (2.16) satisfies the necessary algebraic
requirements to arise from a metric (i.e., being symmetric in (ij) and trace-free on
all index pairs, compare (2.3)–(2.5)); this follows in any case from Proposition 2.7
below.

Proof. It immediately follows from Equations (2.15), (2.16) and (2.13) that X̊ = 0.
Let a, b and c be defined as the following components of F in the basis

(x, y, z):
F̊l
k = a(xlyk − ylx

k) + b(zlxk − xlz
k) + c(ylzk − zly

k). (2.21)

Evaluating (2.14) at p, and using X̊ = 0 we find that

0 = [b(A+ C)zl − a(A+ B)yl]y(izj) + [a(A+B)xl − c(B + C)zl]x(izj)

+ [c(B + C)yl − b(A+ C)xl]x(iyj) + (aCzl − bByl)xixj + (cAxl − aCzl)yiyj

+ (bByl − cAxl)zizj +
4
3
ϕ̊(Axly(jzi) +Bylx(jzi) + Czlx(jyi)). (2.22)
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It follows by inspection that a, b, c and ϕ̊ have all to be zero. Differentiating (2.14)
we find that

0 = (DmF̊lk)DkH̊ij +
4
3
ϕ̊mDlH̊ij

+ 2(DlF̊(i|k)Dm|H̊j)
k + 2(DmF̊(i|k)Dl|H̊j)

k + ϕ̊lDmH̊ij , (2.23)

where we have used the vanishing of X and DiX
j at p. Next observe that, by

Equations (2.15) and (2.9), there holds

DiF̊jk =
2
3
ϕ̊[jgk]i . (2.24)

We now insert (2.24) into (2.23) to find that

0 =
8
3
ϕ̊(lDm)H̊ij − 1

3
gmlϕ̊kD

kH̊ij +
2
3
ϕ̊(iD|m|H̊j)l

+
2
3
ϕ̊(iD|l|H̊j)m − 2

3
ϕ̊kgi(lDm)H̊j

k − 2
3
ϕ̊kgj(lDm)H̊i

k. (2.25)

Direct algebra using (2.16) shows that ϕ̊i vanishes, which is what had to be estab-
lished. �

Let us show now that

Proposition 2.7 A metric satisfying (2.15)–(2.16) exists.

Proof. We start with two elementary lemmata:

Lemma2.8 Suppose we are given, on a star-shaped domain Ω in (Rn, δij), a tensor
field Bijk satisfying

Bijk = Bi[jk] , (2.26)
B[ijk] = 0 , (2.27)
Bi[jk,l] = 0 . (2.28)

Then there exists a tensor field Lij = L(ij) such that

Bijk = Li[j,k] . (2.29)

If B is a homogeneous polynomial of order p, then L can be chosen to be a homo-
geneous polynomial of order p+ 1.

Proof. By Equations (2.26)–(2.28), there exists a tensor field Mij , not necessarily
symmetric in i and j, satisfying (2.29) with Lij replaced by Mij . From (2.27) it
follows that there exists a covector field Λi with M[ij] = Λ[i,j]. Set Lij = Mij −
Λi,j , then Lij = L(ij) and satisfies (2.29) thus proving Lemma 2.8. The fact that
solutions can be chosen as polynomials follows from the explicit formula for the
primitive of a form used in the proof of the Poincaré Lemma. �

We will also need the following variation of a result of Pirani [21]:
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Lemma2.9 Let Ω be as in Lemma 2.8 and on it a tensor field Rijkl having the
symmetries of the Riemann tensor and obeying the differential identity

Rij[kl,m] = 0 . (2.30)

Then there exists hij = h(ij) such that

Rijlm = 2∂[ihj][l,m] . (2.31)

If moreover Rijkl is a homogeneous polynomial in the manifestly flat coordinates
ξi of order q, then hij can be chosen as a homogeneous polynomial of order q+ 2.

Proof. This is proved by inspection of the proof in Pirani [21, pp. 279–280],
using the fact that the proof there consists of the repeated use of the Poincaré
Lemma. �

Returning to the proof of Proposition 2.7, let ξ be coordinates on Ω and
define

Bijk =
1
2
εmjk(∂nHim)ξn, (2.32)

where the constants ∂nHim are given by the right-hand-side of (2.16). The field
Bijk defined by (2.32) obviously satisfies (2.26), while (2.27)-(2.28) hold because
(2.16) is trace-free in all indices. Now let Lij be the homogenous quadratic poly-
nomial guaranteed to exist by Lemma 2.8. As (2.16) is symmetric in i and j, the
field Bijk satisfies the second equation in (2.3). This implies

∂jLij = ∂iL, (2.33)

where L = δijLij . Consider the field Sijkl defined by

Sijkl = 2δk[iLj]l − 2δl[iLj]k , (2.34)

it is a homogeneous quadratic polynomial in ξ which clearly has the symmetries
of a Riemann tensor. Equation (2.33) implies that (2.30) holds, hence all the
assumptions of Lemma 2.9 are fulfilled. Let hij be the fourth order homogeneous
polynomial guaranteed to exist by Lemma 2.9, set

gij = δij + hij . (2.35)

Since h vanishes to order three, both the Riemann tensor and its derivatives vanish
at p, which justifies (2.15). Further, the Riemann tensor Rijkl of g coincides with
Sijkl up to terms which give zero contribution at p in all the calculations rele-
vant here, so that it is not difficult to show that gij satisfies (2.16), which proves
Proposition 2.7. �
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We can now pass to the

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Consider the linear map L which to

w = (Xi , Fij := D[iXj] , ϕ := DkXk , ϕi := Diϕ)(p) ∈ R
10

assigns

R
10 	 w → Lw :=

(
LXHij +

1
3
ϕHij ,LXDkHij + 2Cmk(iHj)m +

1
3
Dk(ϕHij) ,

LXDlDkHij + CmklDmHij + 2(DlC
m
k(i)Hj)m

+2Cml(iD|k|Hj)m + 2Cmk(iD|l|Hj)m +
1
3
DlDk(ϕHij)

)
(p)

∈ R
6 ⊗ R

3×6 ⊗ R
3×3×6 .

Here the Lie derivative is calculated using the usual formula for the Lie derivative
of a tensor, and then the values of X and its derivatives as determined by w
are inserted. Further, the second derivatives of ϕ are eliminated using (2.11). It
follows from Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.7 that the set of metrics for which L is
injective is not empty. Standard linear algebra implies that there exists a 10 × 10
matrix, say A, constructed by listing ten appropriately chosen rows of L, which
has non-vanishing determinant when H arises from the metric of Proposition 2.7.
Let Q be the sum of squares of determinants of all ten-by-ten submatrices of L,
then Q ≥ (detA)2 and therefore Q is not identically vanishing by construction.
Clearly L is injective whenever Q is non-zero, which proves point 1.

To prove point 2, let g be an arbitrary metric, if Q(p), evaluated for the
metric g, does not vanish, then the result is true with g′ = g. Otherwise, define

J5 := {the set of fifth jets of g in normal coordinates at p
as g varies in the set of all Riemannian metrics} . (2.36)

This a linear space, an explicit parameterisation of which can be found in [23]. Let
ei, i = 1, . . . , N , be any basis of J5, thus every j ∈ J5 can be written as

j = iei ,

for some numbers i ∈ R. By definition of J5, for every (i) ∈ R
N there exists

some Riemannian metric for which j = iei. Clearly the map g → (i) is continuous
in a C�(Ω̄), 	 ≥ 5, topology on the set of metrics, and a small variation of i can be
realized by a small variation of g. In a frame such that gij(p) = δij , the map that
assigns to the fifth jets of g, at p, the values of the tensors H , DH , and DD2H at
p, is a polynomial on J5.

We want to show that a small variation of g will make Q non-zero. Now, Q
is a polynomial in the i’s. Let i0 be the values of the i’s corresponding to the
metric g, and suppose that we have

∀ i1, . . . , in ∂i1+···+iNQ
∂i11 . . . ∂iN N

(i0) = 0 .
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Then the polynomial Q would identically vanish, contradicting its construction.
Hence there exists at least one of the above partial derivatives which does not
vanish, and therefore an appropriate, no matter how small, variation of g will lead
to a non-vanishing value of Q at p. As the argument depends only upon the jets
of g at p, the variation can be made supported in a ball containing p with radius
as small as desired. �

3 Metrics without Killing vectors near a point

Results on non-existence of Killing vectors follow of course immediately from those
on non-existence of conformal Killing vectors, as established above. However, for
Killing vectors in dimension three the differentiability threshold of Theorem 2.1
can be lowered to three. Further, for Killing vectors a simple proof can be given
in all dimensions:

Theorem 3.1 Let (M, g) be a n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold.

1. There exists a non-trivial homogeneous invariant polynomial Pn[g] :=
(DR, . . . ,D2n+1R) of degree n, where R is the Ricci scalar, such that if

Pn(DR, . . . ,D2n+1R)(p) �= 0

at a point p ∈ M , then there exists a neighborhood Op of p such that there
are no non-trivial Killing vectors on any open subset of Op. In dimension
n = 3 there exists such a polynomial P̂3 which depends upon Ric and DRic.

2. Let Ω be a neighborhood of p ∈M . For any k ≥ 2n+1 and ε > 0 there exists
a metric g′ such that

‖g − g′‖Ck(Ω̄) < ε , (3.1)

with g − g′ supported in Ω, and such that Pn(DR′, . . . , D2n+1R′)(p) does
not vanish. In dimension three we can arrange for the non-vanishing of
P̂3(Ric′, DRic′)(p) using a perturbation supported in Ω and satisfying (3.1)
for each arbitrarily chosen k ≥ 3.

Remark 3.2 The differentiability required above in dimension n is certainly not
optimal, but it allows the simple proof below.

Remark 3.3 The polynomial Pn obtained here is completely useless from the point
of view of Killing vectors in vacuum space-times, where the Ricci scalar vanishes.
In this context it is of interest to have a statement as above with a polynomial
depending only upon the Weyl tensor, and we prove existence of such polynomials
in Theorem 7.4 below. Further, in Section 8 we will construct small perturbations
of initial data which preserve the vacuum constraints.
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Proof. If X is a Killing vector we have LX(∆kR)=0 for all k, where ∆k denotes
the kth power of the Laplace operator ∆. At p this gives the linear system of
equations

AijX
i(p) = 0 , Aij = Di(∆jR)(p) , j = 0, . . . , n− 1 .

Let Pn = det(Aij). If Pn(p) does not vanish, then X(q) = 0 for all q in the
neighborhood of p defined as {q : Pn(q) �= 0}, hence X ≡ 0. It is not too difficult
to check, using Taylor expansions of the metric (point 2 of Proposition 5.4 below
is useful here), that there exist metrics for which Pn �= 0, and the result follows
by a repetition of the arguments of the proof of Theorem 2.1.

In dimension 3 the number of the derivatives of the metric needed can be
improved as follows: Let Gij = Rij − gklRklgij/2, in the notation of Section 2 we
assume that

G̊ij = λ1xixj + λ2yiyj + λ3zizj , (3.2)

with (λ1 − λ2)(λ2 − λ3)(λ3 − λ1) �= 0. We set, as in (2.21),

F̊ij = 2(ax[iyj] + bz[ixj] + cy[izj]) , (3.3)

so that

F̊(i
kG̊j)k = b(λ1 − λ3)x(izj) + c(λ3 − λ2)y(izj) + a(λ2 − λ1)x(iyj) , (3.4)

which has zero components on the diagonal. Finally we assume that

G̊ij;k = µ1(x(iδj)k − 2xkδij) + µ2(y(iδj)k − 2ykδij) + µ3(z(iδj)k − 2zkδij) , (3.5)

where µ1µ2µ3 �= 0. We now set

X̊ = αxi + βyi + γzi. (3.6)

Writing (3.5) in the form G̊1
ij;k + G̊2

ij;k + G̊3
ij;k, we find

G̊1
ij;kX̊

k = µ1α(−2yiyj − 2zizj − xixj) + off diagonal terms , (3.7)

G̊2
ij;kX̊

k = µ2β(−2xixj − 2zizj − yiyj) + off diagonal terms , (3.8)

G̊3
ij;kX̊

k = µ3γ(−2xixj − 2yiyj − zizj) + off diagonal terms . (3.9)

We first consider the relation LXGij = 0 with i = j. Then (3.4) gives no contri-
bution, while from (3.7) we obtain a linear homogenous system for (α, β, γ) with
coefficient matrix ∆ given by

∆ =


 µ1 2µ2 2µ3

2µ1 µ2 2µ3

2µ1 2µ2 µ3


 .
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There holds det(∆) = 5µ1µ2µ3 �= 0. Thus, the equation LXGij = 0, satisfied
by any Killing vector, leads to α = β = γ = 0. The off-diagonal components of
LXGij = 0 imply now, by (3.4), that a = b = c = 0. Since (3.2) is symmetric, and
(3.5) satisfies the linearized Bianchi identities, the results in [23] show that there
exists a metric gij = δij + hij , with hij = O(ξ2), satisfying (3.2) and (3.5). The
proof is completed by the same argument as already given for general n. �

4 Generic non-existence of local Killing, or conformal Killing,
vector fields

In this section we only consider three-dimensional manifolds, the reader will easily
formulate an equivalent statement and proof for local Killing vector fields in any
dimension using Theorem 3.1, or for local conformal Killing vector fields using
Theorem 7.4 below.

Theorem 4.1 Let M be a three-dimensional manifold. Then

1. The set of pseudo-Riemannian metrics on M which have no local Killing
vector fields is of second category in the C3 topology.

2. The set of pseudo-Riemannian metrics on M which have no local conformal
Killing vector fields is of second category in the C5 topology.

Proof. We start with the following:

Proposition 4.2 Let Ω be a domain in M . Then:

1. The set of metrics on Ω which have no Killing vectors on Ω is open in a
Ck(Ω̄) topology, k ≥ 2.

2. The set of metrics on Ω which have no conformal Killing vectors on Ω is
open in a Ck(Ω̄) topology, k ≥ 3.

3. The set of initial data (g,K) on Ω which have no non-trivial KIDs on Ω is
open in a Ck+1(Ω̄) ⊕ Ck(Ω̄) topology, k ≥ 1.

Remark 4.3 The openness established here holds for any metrisable topology Tk

such that convergence in Tk implies uniform convergence in Ck norm on compact
sets, with k ≥ 2 for Killing vectors, etc; see also Appendix A.

Proof. We will show that existence of Killing vectors, or conformal Killing vectors,
or KIDs, is a closed property. We start with the slightly simpler case of condition-
ally compact Ω:

Lemma4.4 Proposition 4.2 holds if Ω has compact closure.
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Proof. 1. Let γi be a sequence of metrics with non-zero Killing vectorsX(i). Rescal-
ing X(i) we can assume that

sup
p∈Ω

γi(X(i), X(i)) = 1 . (4.1)

We note that Killing vectors extend by continuity to Ω, we shall use the same
symbol to denote that extension. Let pi ∈ Ω be such that the sup is attained,
passing to a subsequence if necessary there exists p∗ in Ω such that pi → p∗. Now,
Killing vectors satisfy the system of equations

DiDjXk = R�ijkX� , (4.2)

which shows that second covariant derivatives of all the X(i)’s are uniformly
bounded on Ω. Interpolation [16, Appendix] shows that the sequence X(i) is uni-
formly bounded in C2. The existence of a subsequence converging in C1 to a
non-trivial Killing vector field follows from the Arzela-Ascoli theorem.

2. The argument is essentially identical, with the following modifications: we
replace the normalization (4.1) by

sup
p∈Ω

(|X(i)|γi + |DX(i)|γi) = 1 . (4.3)

Equation (4.2) is replaced by the set of equations (2.9)–(2.12). Those equations
easily imply boundedness of the sequence X(i) in C3, leading to a converging
subsequence in C2.

3. Let (γi,Ki) be a sequence of metrics with non-zero KIDs (Y (i), N(i)). We
use the normalization

sup
p∈Ω

(|Y (i)|γi + |DY (i)|γi + |N(i)| + |DN(i)|γi) = 1 . (4.4)

From (5.4) and (5.5) one obtains a uniform C2 bound on (Y (i), N(i)), and one
concludes as before. �

Returning to the proof of point 1 of Proposition 4.2, let Ωj be an in-
creasing sequence of conditionally compact domains such that Ω = ∪Ωj . By
Lemma 4.4 we have K (Ωj) �= {0} for all j. The restriction map induces an in-
jection ii,j : K (Ωi) → K (Ωj), i ≥ j, so that 1 ≤ dim ii,1(K (Ωi)) for all i, with
ii+1,1(K (Ωi+1)) ⊂ ii,1(K (Ωi)) ⊂ K (Ω1). It follows that F := ∩iii,1(K (Ωi)) �=
{0}, and every element of F extends to a globally defined Killing vector field on Ω.

�
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let pi, i ∈ N be a dense collection of points and let
B(pi, 1/j), j ≥ Ni, be a collection of coordinate balls with compact closure. Let
Vi,j be the set of metrics such that K (B(pi, 1/j)) = {0}. By Proposition 4.2 the
set Vi,j is open, and it is dense by Theorem 3.1. Then any metric in ∩i,jVi,j has no
local Killing vectors. The argument for conformal Killing vector fields is identical,
based on Theorem 2.1. �
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5 Three-dimensional initial data sets without KIDs near a point

We now pass to the construction of initial-data sets without KIDS. Let
C (Kij , gij) := (Ji, ρ) be the constraints map,

ρ := R+K2 −KijK
ij − 2Λ , (5.1)

Ji := −2Dj(Kij −Kgij) , (5.2)

where Λ ∈ R is the cosmological constant. In this section, and only is this section,
the symbol K denotes the trace of Kij ; K stands for the full extrinsic curvature
tensor elsewhere in this paper. Let P denote the linearization of C , and let P ∗ be
the formal adjoint of P . By definition, a KID (N,X i) is a solution of the set of
equations P ∗(N,X) = 0; explicitly, in dimension n (cf., e.g., [10]),

D(iXj) = −NKij , (5.3)

DiDjN = N(Rij+KKij−2KilKj
l)−LXKij+

1
(n− 1)

(
JlX

l

2
− (ρ+ 2Λ)N

)
gij .

(5.4)
One checks that any KID (N,X i) for which X i, Fij = D[iXj] , N and Ni := DiN
all vanish at p has to be zero in a neighborhood of p. This is proved in the usual
way from (5.4) together with

D�DjXi = −Rji�kXk −D�(NKij) −Dj(NK�i) +Di(NKj�) . (5.5)

(Equation (5.5) is obtained by considering cyclic permutations of first derivatives
of (5.3).) Since LX Ric(g) = Ric′(LXg), the usual formula for Ric′ leads to

LXRij = ∆(NKij) +DiDj(NK) − 2D(iD
l(NKj)l)

−2NRlijmK lm − 2NR l
(i Kj)l

= ∆(NKij) +DiDj(NK) − 2DlD(i(NKj)l) . (5.6)

From now on we assume that n = 3. By taking the curl of (5.4) one also finds

Rlij
kDkN = −2LXD[lKi]j − 2Cmj[lKi]m

+2D[l

[
N(Ri]j +Ki]jK − 2Ki]mKj

m) +
(
JmX

m

4
−
(ρ

2
+ Λ

)
N

)
gi]j

]
, (5.7)

where
Cijk = −gin[Dj(NKkn) +Dk(NKjn) −Dn(NKjk)] . (5.8)

We choose some α, β, λi, ai ∈ R and we consider initial data with the following
properties at p:

R̊ij =
β

3
δij , K̊ij =

α

3
δij , DiK̊jl = 0 , (5.9)
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DiR̊jk = λxxiy(jzk) + (cyclic), (5.10)

where (cyclic) means cyclic permutations of (x, y, z), and λxλyλz �= 0. (This ansatz
is general enough to lead to the required result, and simple enough so that the
calculations are manageable. We will show shortly that such initial data exist.)
We also assume that

DiDjK̊lm = axxixjy(lzm) + (cyclic) , (5.11)

with

λx − λy �= a2
x

λx
− a2

y

λy
(5.12)

and
λx + λy �= 0 , λx + λz �= 0 , λy + λz �= 0 . (5.13)

For further reference we note that, in local coordinates ξ such that p corresponds
to ξ = 0, (5.9)–(5.11) imply

R+K2 −KijK
ij = β +

2α2

3
+O(ξ2) , Dj(Kij −Kgij) = O(ξ2) . (5.14)

In particular, if β = 2Λ − 2α2/3 then

ρ = R+K2 −KijK
ij − 2Λ = O(ξ2) , Ji = −2Dj(Kij −Kgij) = O(ξ2) . (5.15)

Inserting (5.9) into (5.3) and (5.4) we find that

D(iX̊j) = −α
3
N̊δij , (5.16)

DiDjN̊ =
(
β + α2 − 3ρ

2
− 3Λ

)
N̊

3
δij

= − N̊β
6
δij , (5.17)

∆N̊ = − N̊β
2

. (5.18)

Evaluating (5.6) at p, it follows that

X̊mD
mR̊ij = N̊∆K̊ij , (5.19)

and, from (5.7), that
N̊D[lR̊i]j = X̊mD

mD[lK̊i]j . (5.20)

From (5.19) we find, using the expansion X̊i = αxx
i + αyy

i + αzz
i, that

αxλx = N̊ax , αyλy = N̊ay , αzλz = N̊az , (5.21)
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and from (5.20)

N̊(λx−λy) = αxax−αyay , N̊(λy−λz) = αyay−αzaz , N̊(λz−λx) = αzaz−αxax .
(5.22)

Combining (5.22) with (5.21) and using (5.12), it follows that

N̊ = 0 = αx = αy = αz . (5.23)

Using (5.23) in the first derivative of (5.4) and in (5.5), we infer that

DlD(iX̊j) = −α
3
δijDlN̊ , DlDiDjN̊ = −β

6
δijDlN̊ . (5.24)

We now take a derivative of (5.6) to obtain (recall that Fij is the anti-symmetric
part of DiXj)

F̊kmD
mR̊ij + 2F̊(i|mDk|R̊j)m =

(DkN̊)∆K̊ij + 2(DlN̊)DkD
lK̊ij − 2(DlN̊)DkD(iK̊j)

l . (5.25)

Somewhat surprisingly, all terms involving α and β have dropped out. We have to
compute the different terms entering (5.25). Writing F̊ij as

F̊ij = Axy[izj] + (cyclic) , (5.26)

we obtain
F̊kmD

mR̊ij =
1
2
λx(Ayzk −Azyk)y(izj) + (cyclic) , (5.27)

F̊imDkR̊j
m =

1
4
(λxxkyj + λyykxj)(Axyi −Ayxi) + (cyclic) . (5.28)

Also, decomposing DiN̊ = uxxi + uyyi + uzzi, we have that

(DkN̊)∆K̊ij = (uxxk + uyyk + uzzk)(axy(izj) + (cyclic)) . (5.29)

and

2(DlN̊)(DkD
lK̊ij−DkD(iK̊j)

l) = ux(2axxk−ayyk−azzk)y(izj)+(cyclic) . (5.30)

We now insert Equations (5.27)–(5.30) into (5.25). Contracting the resulting equa-
tion first with xkyizj and cyclic permutations thereof, one sees that ux, uy, uz have
to vanish. Contracting, then, with terms of the form xkxiyj, xkxizj, ykyixj , etc.,
we see that Ax, Ay, Az are also zero, due to (5.13). Thus (N,X i) is zero near p.
We have thus proved:

Lemma5.1 Consider an initial data set (gij ,Kij) satisfying Eqs. (5.9)–(5.11) to-
gether with the conditions on the coefficients spelled out above. For any α, β,Λ ∈ R

the algebraic equations for r = (Xi, Fij , N,DiN) obtained from (5.3)–(5.4) by tak-
ing derivatives up to order two imply the vanishing of r(p). �
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We also have the following KID-analogue of Proposition 2.7:

Proposition 5.2

1. A pair (gij ,Kij) satisfying (5.9)–(5.11) exists.

2. Further, one can choose gij = δij + hij and Kij so that, in local coordinates
ξ, the tensor fields gij and Kij satisfy the vacuum constraints up to terms
which are of O(|ξ|2).

Proof. By Lemma 2.9 we can find hij of order O(|ξ|2), so that (5.9)–(5.10) are
satisfied. For Kij we choose

Kij =
α

3
δij +

1
2
(K̊ijlm +

α

3
∂l∂mh̊ij)ξlξm, (5.31)

where the second term on the right-hand side of (5.31) is given by the right-hand
side of (5.11). One checks that (5.11) is valid. Point 2 follows from (5.15). �

We are ready now to prove:

Theorem 5.3 Let α, β ∈ R, p ∈ M , and consider the collection of all three-
dimensional data sets (M,Kij , gij) with (Kij , gij) ∈ Ck × Ck+1, k ≥ 3, with the
trace K(p) of Kij(p) equal to α, and with R(p) = β.

1. There exists a non-trivial homogeneous invariant polynomial Q[Kij , gij ] :=
Q(Rij , DRij , D2Rij ,Kij , DKij , D

2Kij , D
3Kij) such that if

Q[Kij , gij ](p) �= 0

at a point p ∈ M , then there exists a neighborhood Op of p for which there
exist no non-trivial KIDS on any open subset of Op.

2. Let Ω be a domain in M with p ∈ Ω. a) There exists a variation (δKij , δgij) ∈
(C∞ × C∞)(Ω), compactly supported in Ω, such that Q[Kij + εδKij , gij +
εδgij](p) �= 0 for all ε small enough. b) The variation can be chosen so that
it preserves the value of R(p) and of K(p). One can further arrange for the
trace of Kij + εδKij to be equal to K throughout Ω when K is a constant.

3. If (Kij , gij) is vacuum (with perhaps non-zero cosmological constant) with
(Kij , gij) ∈ Ck+�+1 × Ck+�+2, 	 ≥ 0, then for any p ∈ Ω the variation of
point 2 can be chosen to satisfy the linearized constraint equations up to error
terms which are o(r�) in a Ck(B(p0, r)) norm, for small r.

Proof. The proof of points 1 and 2 follows closely that of points 1 and 2 of Theo-
rem 2.1. Given any constant α, the set J5 of (2.36) is replaced by the

{the set of fourth jets of gij and of third jets of Kij at p that
one obtains as gij varies in the set of all Riemannian metrics
in normal coordinates near p and as Kij varies in the set of all
symmetric tensors with trace equal to a prescribed constant α} .

(5.32)
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The intermediate elements of the proof are provided by Lemma 5.1 and the first
part of Proposition 5.2. The variations of gij and of the trace-free part of Kij

can be chosen to be polynomials multiplied by a smooth cut-off function, and are
therefore smooth. One can then adjust the trace part of Kij to achieveKε = α. We
further note that the non-vanishing of some derivative of Q follows immediately
from the fact that Q(p) is a polynomial, when viewed as a function depending
upon the jets of gij and Kij in normal coordinates at p. Further details are left to
the reader.

In order to prove point 3, for r > 0 it is useful to introduce the following set:

W�+k = { jets at p of order (	+ k + 1, 	+ k + 2) of (Kij , gij) such that
ρ = o(|ξ|�+k) , J = o(|ξ|�+k) in B(0, r)} .

Here ξ are supposed to be geodesic coordinates near p in the metric gij . Equiva-
lently, if (Kij , gij) ∈ Ck+�+1 × Ck+�+2 has jets in W�+k, then we have

Dαρ(p) = 0 , DαJ(p) = 0 , 0 ≤ |α| ≤ 	+ k , (5.33)

where the α = (i1 . . . ij)’s are multi-indices, with |(i1 . . . ij)| = i1+. . .+ij. Elements
of W�+k can be uniquely parameterized as follows: Taylor expanding gij and Pij :=
Kij −Kgij in geodesic coordinates around p, one can write

gij = δij +
∑

2≤|α|≤�+k+2

hijαξ
α +O(|ξ|�+k+3) , with hi(j1...jp) = 0 , (5.34)

Pij = P̊ij +
∑

1≤|α|≤�+k+1

Pijαξ
α + O(|ξ|�+k+2) (5.35)

(see, e.g., [23] for a justification of the last condition in (5.34)). Then (5.33) can
be solved by induction as follows: (5.33) with |α| = 0 gives

∑
i,j (hijij − hjjii) =

∑
i,j P̊

2
ij − (

∑
i P̊ii)

2 + 2Λ ,∑
i Pijj = 0 .

For any given P̊ij ∈ R
m0 := R

6 the first equation defines an affine subspace
isomorphic to R

n2 for some n2, in the vector space of second Taylor coefficients
hijkl. The second equation defines a linear subspace isomorphic to R

m1 in the
space of Pijk ’s, for some m1. To understand (5.33) with |α| ≥ 1 we will need the
following:

Proposition 5.4 Let k ∈ N, and suppose that dimM = n ≥ 2.

1. For every Ji = Jij1...jkξ
j1 . . . ξjk and p = pj1...jk+1ξ

j1 . . . ξjk+1 there exists
Pij = Pijj1 ...jk+1ξ

j1 . . . ξjk+1 , symmetric in i and j, such that
∑
i

∂jPij = Ji ,
∑
i

Pii = p .
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2. For every f = fj1...jkξ
j1 . . . ξjk there exists hij = hijj1...jk+2ξ

j1 . . . ξjk+2 , sym-
metric in i and j, with hi(jj1...jk+2) = 0, such that

∑
i,j

(∂j∂ihij −−∂i∂ihjj) = f .

Proof. Consider a system of linear PDEs

Pu = I , (5.36)

with constant coefficients, of order p, which can be written in the Cauchy-Kowa-
levska form with respect to a coordinate z. We claim that if I is a polynomial of
order l, then there exists a solution of (5.36) which is a polynomial of order l+ p.
In order to see that, we note that (5.36) determines, at z = 0, the z-derivatives of
u of order greater than or equal to p as polynomials in the remaining variables. So
choosing zero Cauchy data on {z = 0} one obtains a polynomial solution in z with
polynomial coefficients, hence a polynomial. If P is homogeneous of order p, and if
I is in addition homogenous of order l, then the above solution is a homogeneous
polynomial of order l + p.

In order to prove point 1, we make the ansatz

Pij = ∂iWj + ∂jWi +
1
n

(
p− 2

∑
�

∂�W�

)
δij ,

which leads to a homogeneous second order elliptic system for W , and the above
argument applies.

In order to prove point 2, we first make the ansatz hij = 1
nhllδij , solve the

resulting Poisson equation in the class of homogeneous polynomials as described
above, and introduce a metric gij = δij+hij . In geodesic coordinates yi the metric
gij will have an expansion with some new coefficients satisfying the symmetry
condition in (5.34) [23]. One has yi = ξi + O(|ξ|k+3), which implies that the
polynomial obtained from the y–Taylor coefficients of gij of order k + 2 provides
the desired hij . �

Proposition 5.4 shows that (5.33) can be used to inductively determine higher
order Taylor coefficients hijα and Pijβ in terms of lower order ones, as well as in
terms of some free P–coefficients in R

m|β| , for some m|β| ∈ N, and some free
h-coefficients in R

n|α| , for some n|α| ∈ N. It follows in particular that W�+k is
diffeomorphic to R

N�+k , for some N�+k ∈ N.
For solutions (Kij , gij) of the constraint equations, the polynomial Q[Kij, gij ](p)
can be expressed as a polynomial of (Kij , gij)-jets at p of order (2, 3), call this
polynomial Q̃. Since the W�+k’s are included in each other in the obvious way,
Q̃ can actually be viewed as a function defined on W�+k which depends only on
those coefficients which parameterise W1. The pair (Kij , gij) constructed in Propo-
sition 5.2 has jets in W1, which shows that Q̃ is non-trivial on W1. It then follows,
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as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, that any jets in W1 can be ε-perturbed so that Q̃(p)
does not vanish on the perturbed jet, with the jets of the perturbation belonging
to W�+k; by analyticity some of the derivatives of Q̃ with respect to its arguments
will not vanish at p.

It should be clear from (5.33) that the perturbed solution satisfies the prop-
erties described in the statement of point 3 of Theorem 5.3. �

6 Riemannian metrics without static KIDs near a point

An interesting class of initial data is provided by the time-symmetric ones, K ≡ 0.
In this case the KID equations (5.3)–(5.4) decouple, with X in (5.3) being simply
a Killing vector field of g. It remains to analyse the equation for N ,

DiDjN = NRij + ∆Ngij . (6.1)

A solution of (6.1) will be called a static KID, and the set of static KIDs on a set
Ω will be denoted by N (Ω). (The origin of the adjective “static” will be clarified
shortly.) Since time-symmetric initial data are non-generic amongst all initial data,
the results of the previous section do not say anything about non-existence of static
KIDs, and separate treatment is required.

Taking the trace of (6.1) one obtains, in dimension n

∆N = − 1
n− 1

NR , (6.2)

so that (6.1) can be rewritten as

DiDjN = N(Rij − 1
n− 1

gijR) . (6.3)

Calculating Dj of (6.3) and commuting derivatives one is led to (recall that the
Einstein tensor is divergence-free)

NDiR = 0 . (6.4)

Since the zero-set of solutions of (6.1) has no interior except if N ≡ 0, we conclude
that existence of non-trivial static KIDs implies that R is constant. It follows that
a non-trivial solution of (6.3) does indeed correspond to initial data for a static
solution of the vacuum Einstein equations with a cosmological constant. Further,
one immediately obtains that generic C2 metrics have no static KIDs: it suffices
to vary the metric so that the scalar curvature is not constant.

From now on we assume dimM = 3. In order to prepare the proof, that
generic metrics with fixed constant value of scalar curvature have no static KIDs,
we consider a metric g with Ricci tensor at p equal to

R̊ij = Axixj +Byiyj + Czizj , (6.5)
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where we assume that (A−B)(A − C)(B − C) �= 0, and we further suppose that

D[iR̊j]l = αx[iyj]zl + βz[ixj]yl + γy[izj]xl − 1
6
(α + β + γ)εijl , (6.6)

with (α, β, γ) �= 0. We also impose the condition that

DiR̊ = 0 . (6.7)

Taking a curl of (6.1) we infer that

(2Rj[l −Rgj[l)Di]N + gj[lRi]kD
kN = ND[lRi]j . (6.8)

The left-hand side of (6.8), with

DiN̊ = axi + byi + czi , (6.9)

takes the form

xjx[l[yi]b(A− C) + zi]c(A−B)]
+yjy[l[xi]a(B − C) + zi]c(B −A)]
+zjz[l[xi]a(C −B) + yi]b(C −A)] . (6.10)

Since no terms with this index structure occur in (6.6) we obtain that DiN̊ van-
ishes, and using (6.8) allows us to finally conclude that

N̊ = DiN̊ = 0 . (6.11)

The arguments of proof of Proposition 2.7 apply and provide existence of a metric
gij = δij + hij satisfying (6.5) and (6.6). Clearly A + B + C can be chosen so
that R̊ has any prescribed value. Now, we can multiply gij by 1 + α, where α is
a homogeneous third order polynomial chosen so that DiR̊ is zero. By conformal
invariance this does not change the value of B̊ijk, hence of (6.6) (compare (2.1)–
(2.2)), and does not change the value of R̊ either. A repetition of the remaining
arguments of Section 5, with Kij there set to zero, gives:

Theorem 6.1 Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold with g ∈ Ck, k ≥ 2. A neces-
sary condition for a non-trivial N (Ω) is that the scalar curvature of g be constant
on Ω. Further, in dimension three, and for k ≥ 3, the following hold:

1. There exists a non-trivial homogeneous invariant polynomial

Q[g] := Q(Ric, DRic) such that if Q(Ric, DRic)(p) �= 0

at a point p ∈M , for a metric for which the gradient of the scalar curvature
vanishes at p, then there exists a neighborhood Op of p for which there exist
no non-trivial static KIDS on any open subset of Op.

2. Let Ω be a domain in M , and let p ∈ Ω. There exists a variation δg ∈ C∞(Ω),
compactly supported in Ω, such that Q[g+ εδg](p) �= 0 for all ε small enough.
If g ∈ Ck+�+2, 	 ≥ 0, has constant scalar curvature, then the variation above
can be chosen to have the same scalar curvature up to error terms which are
o(r�) in a Ck(B(p0, r)) norm, for small r.
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7 Results in general dimensions, with non-explicit orders
of differentiability

The results obtained so far did require rather unpleasant, tedious, and lengthy cal-
culations, and we will present here an argument which avoids those. The draw-back
is that one does not obtain an explicit statement on the number of derivatives in-
volved. However, non-genericity of KIDs is obtained in higher dimensions. Further,
the proof below generalizes immediately, e.g., to the Einstein-Maxwell equivalent
of the KID equations, the details are left to the reader.

The starting point of the analysis in this section is the following result (recall
that n = dimM):

Lemma7.1

1. For any n ≥ 2 and for any signature there exists a real analytic compact
pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M, g) without local Killing vectors.

2. For any n ≥ 3 there exists a real analytic compact simply connected Rieman-
nian manifold (M, g) without local conformal Killing vectors.

3. For any n ≥ 3, Λ ∈ R, τ ∈ R there exists a real analytic vacuum initial data
set (M, g,K), with cosmological constant Λ, with trgK = τ , and without local
KIDs.

4. For any n ≥ 3 and Λ ∈ R, there exists a real analytic Riemannian or
Lorentzian manifold (M , g), with dimM = n + 1, satisfying the vacuum
Einstein equations with cosmological constant Λ and without local Killing
vectors.

Remark 7.2 The main point of the Lemma is to construct one single example in
each category listed. However, our argument makes it clear that there are actually
lots of examples. For instance, the proof below shows that in point 1 for any
analytic manifold M which is simply connected, compact, with dimM ≥ 2 one
can find a g with the required properties.

Remark 7.3 If
τ2 ≥ 2n

(n− 1)
Λ , (7.1)

then one can find an M as in point 3 which is compact (without boundary). The
proof in the strict inequality case is given below. If the inequality in (1.2) is an
equality, in the proof below one should instead choose (M,γ0) to be any real
analytic compact Riemannian manifold of positive Yamabe class. The monotone
iteration scheme for solving the Lichnerowicz equation can then be handled by an
argument in [17]. In that last reference only dimension three is considered, but the
proof applies in any dimension.

Proof. 1: Let M be any simply connected, compact, analytic Riemannian manifold
with dimM ≥ 2, let p ∈ M and let g0 be any smooth Riemannian metric on M
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such that the polynomial Pn = Pn[g] of Theorem 3.1 does not vanish at p. We need
analytic approximations of g, for example for 0 ≤ t < ε we can let gt be the family
of metrics obtained by evolving g0 using the Ricci flow, then the metrics gt are
indeed real analytic for t > 0. By continuity, reducing ε if necessary, we will have
Pn[gt](p) �= 0, hence gt will have no Killing vectors in a neighborhood of p. Now,
a theorem4 of Nomizu [20] shows that on a simply connected analytic manifold
every locally defined Killing vector extends to a globally defined one. This implies
that for 0 < t < ε the metrics gt have no Killing vectors on any open subset of M .
2: For n = 3 this follows from Theorem 2.1. For any n ≥ 3 one can argue as follows:
Let M be any compact real analytic manifold of dimension not less than three.
By [18] there exists on M a metric g with strictly negative Ricci curvature. It is
well known that such metrics do not have non-trivial conformal Killing vectors, we
recall the proof for completeness: from (2.6) with 2/3 replaced by 2/n it follows
that

DiDjXk = −RjkilXl +
1
n

(ϕigjk + ϕjgik −−ϕkgij) , (7.2)

hence
∆Xk = −RklXl − (1 − 2

n
)ϕk . (7.3)

Multiplying by Xk and integrating over M one finds (recall that ϕ = divX)
∫
M

|DX |2 − Ric(X,X) + (1 − 2
n

)ϕ2 = 0 ,

so that X ≡ 0 if Ric < 0. Approximating g by real-analytic metrics gt, gt → g as
t→ 0, one will have no conformal Killing vectors for gt when t is small enough by
Proposition 4.2. It then follows from Theorem B.1, Appendix B, that the gt’s will
have no local conformal Killing vector field either.
3 and 4: We start by noting that in dimension n = 3, an example of initial data
as in point 3 can be obtained using vacuum Robinson-Trautman space-times with
cosmological constant Λ (cf., e.g., [5]). Because of the parabolic character of the
Robinson-Trautman equation, those metrics are always analytic away from the
initial data surface. Further, if the initial metric h0 on S2 used in the Robinson-
Trautman equation has no continuous global symmetries, then it follows from
Proposition 4.2 that the evolved metrics ht will not have any continuous global
symmetries either, at least for t small enough. It is clear that the resulting four-
dimensional metric 4g will then have no globally defined Killing vectors except the
zero one. The non-existence of local Killing vectors follows then from Nomizu’s
theorem [20]. Finally, the initial data set of point 3 can be obtained as that in-
duced by 4g on any hypersurface with trgK = τ in M ; such hypersurfaces can be
obtained by solving a Dirichlet problem for the CMC equation on the boundary
of a sufficiently small spacelike three-ball [4].

4We note that in [20] a Riemannian metric is assumed, but the proofs given there apply to
any signature.
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In any case, whatever n ≥ 3 one can proceed as follows: consider, first, τ such
that the inequality in (7.1) is strict, let (M,γ0) be any real analytic compact Rie-
mannian manifold of negative Yamabe class. Let L0 be any non-zero, γ0-transverse
and traceless tensor on M ; such tensors exist by [6]. For t ∈ [0, ε) let Lt be a fam-
ily of analytic symmetric γ0-trace free tensors converging to L0. For example, Lt
can be obtained from L0 by heat flow using any analytic metric on M , and re-
moving the γ0 trace. Using the conformal5 method [17] with seed fields (γ0, Lt)
one obtains a family of real analytic vacuum CMC initial data sets (gt,Kt) with
cosmological constant Λ. Since γ0 has no global conformal Killing vectors, gt will
have no global Killing vectors. Now, trgtKt = τ is a constant, which implies (see
Remark 9.2 below) that any global KIDs for (gt,Kt) are of the form (N = 0, Y ),
where Y is a Killing vector of gt, therefore none of the (gt,Kt)’s has global KIDs.
In the Lorentzian case we let (M , n+1gt) be the maximal globally hyperbolic vac-
uum development of (M, gt,Kt), then M is diffeomorphic to R×M (hence simply
connected), and n+1gt is analytic by [1]. In the Riemannian case we let M be any
simply connected and connected neighborhood Ut of M ×{0} in M × (−1, 1), cho-
sen so that there exists a vacuum metric n+1gt on Ut with Cauchy data (gt,Kt) on
M ×{0}, obtained from the Cauchy-Kowalewska theorem. Suppose that there ex-
ists an open nonempty subset Ωt ⊂M such that Kt(Ωt) �= {0}, where Kt denotes
the set of KIDs with respect to (gt,Kt), then a standard argument [13]6, using the
Cauchy-Kowalewska theorem, shows that there exists a non-trivial Killing vector
X in a neighborhood of Ωt in M . By Nomizu’s theorem [20] X extends to a glob-
ally defined Killing vector on M , hence (M, gt,Kt) has a globally defined KID, a
contradiction. Thus there are no local KIDs on (M, gt,Kt), and (M , n+1gt) is a
vacuum metric without local Killing vectors. This proves point 4, as well as Re-
mark 7.3 in the case of a strict inequality there. To prove point 3 for the remaining
values of τ one spans [4], within the Lorentzian solution M just constructed, a
CMC hypersurface of prescribed τ = trgK on the boundary of a small spacelike
ball. The data induced on the resulting CMC hypersurface provide the desired
initial data set. �

We continue with the question of generic non-existence of KIDs, it should be
clear that an identical argument applies to conformal Killing vectors (compare [7,
Equation (1.15)]), or to Killing vectors. Let (g,K) be any vacuum analytic initial
data on a simply connected manifold M which have no global KIDs. As explained
above, it follows from a theorem of Nomizu [20], that such an initial data set will
not have any local KIDs. Let r(p) ∈ R

M be as in Lemma 5.1, for some appropriate
M , and for α ∈ N

n, let us write

Dαr = Pαr (7.4)

5Since the inequality in (1.2) is strict, a small and a large constant provide barriers for the
monotone iteration scheme.

6Compare the proof of [9, Theorem 2.1.1]; the Cauchy-Kowalewska theorem should be invoked
for solvability of Eq. (2.1.5) there, or for uniqueness of solutions of Eq. (2.1.7) there.
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for the linear system of equations obtained by calculating the (k + 1)-st deriva-
tives of r by differentiating (5.3)–(5.4) |α| times, and replacing the lower order
derivatives that arise in the process by their values already calculated from the
previous equations. Let us write Lkr = 0 for the system of equations that arise
from first-order integrability conditions of the system (7.4) with |α| ≤ k. Choose
some orthonormal frame, then Lk can be identified with a Nk×M matrix, for some
Nk, with entries built out of the extrinsic curvature tensor K, of the Riemann ten-
sor, and of their derivatives. Let Qk denote the sum of squares of determinants of
all M ×M sub-matrices of Lk. Then the equation Lkr = 0 admits a non-trivial
solution if and only if Qk = 0. Suppose that there exists r0 such that Lkr0 = 0 for
all k. One can then use (7.4) to calculate all the jets of r with initial value r0 at p
so that the Killing equations are satisfied to infinite order at p by a formal solution
determined by those jets. To show convergence of the resulting Taylor series one
can proceed as follows: let xi ∈ [−ε, ε]n be local analytic coordinates around p = �0,
we can solve the linear equation

∂r

∂x1
= P1r

along the path [−ε, ε] 	 x1 → (x1, 0, . . . , 0), with initial data r0 at the origin,
obtaining an analytic solution there. We can use the function so obtained as initial
data for the equation

∂r

∂x2
= P2r

to obtain an analytic solution on [−ε, ε]2×{0}× · · ·×{0}. An inductive repetition
of this procedure provides an analytic solution on [−ε, ε]n of the equation

∂r

∂xn
= Pnr ,

such that the equation

∂r

∂xk
= Pkr holds on [−ε, ε]k × {0} × · · · × {0}︸ ︷︷ ︸

n − k factors

.

By choice of r0 the analytic functions Lkr have all derivatives vanishing at the
origin, hence they vanish on [−ε, ε]n. Standard arguments imply that the function
r so obtained provides an analytic solution of the KID equations in a neighborhood
of p. This gives a contradiction with the fact that (g,K) has no local KIDs near
p. Therefore there exists k such that Qk is non-zero for the initial data set under
consideration. This Qk provides the non-trivial polynomial needed in Theorem 5.3.
When the metric involved is Riemannian we can integrate Qk, viewed as a function
on the frame bundle, over the rotation group to obtain an invariant polynomial.
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We have therefore proved:

Theorem 7.4 Theorem 6.1 remains valid in any dimension, with an invariant poly-
nomial that depends upon some dimension-dependent number k of derivatives of g.
Similarly Theorem 5.3 remains valid in any dimension, for some polynomial that
depends upon k + 1 derivatives of g and k derivatives of K, for some dimension-
dependent number k. In dimension n ≥ 4 Theorem 3.1 remains valid with a poly-
nomial which depends upon some dimension-dependent number k of derivatives of
the Weyl tensor. Finally, Theorem 2.1 remains valid in any dimension n ≥ 3 with
a polynomial that depends upon some dimension-dependent number of derivatives
of the Riemann tensor.

Proof. The only statement which, at this stage, might require justification is the
extension of Theorem 3.1: this result follows from point 4 of Lemma 7.1, as the
polynomial obtained in that case by the proof above depends only upon the Weyl
tensor. �

8 From approximate linearized solutions to
small vacuum perturbations

The perturbation results of the previous sections can be used to prove non-
genericity of KIDs when no restrictions on ρ and J are imposed. They also apply
if, e.g., a strict dominant energy condition ρ > |J | is imposed, for then a suffi-
ciently small perturbation of the data will preserve that inequality. However, some
more work is needed when vacuum initial data are considered, and this is the issue
addressed in this section.

Let Ω ⊂ M be open and connected, and let K (Ω) denote the set of KIDs
defined on Ω; each K (Ω) is a finite-dimensional, possibly trivial, vector space. If
Ω′ ⊂ Ω we have the natural map

iΩ′ : K (Ω) → K (Ω′) ,

with iΩ′(x) being defined as the restriction to Ω′ of the KID x ∈ K (Ω). A local
KID vanishing on an open subset vanishes throughout the relevant connected
component of its domain of definition, which shows that iΩ′ is injective.

We denote by B(p, r) the open geodesic ball of radius r, and for a < b we set
Γp(a, b) := B(p, b) \B(p, a).

We will need the following result:

Proposition 8.1 For every p ∈ M and R 	 r > r1 > 0 there exists 0 < r2 < r1
such that

iΓp(r2,r) : K (B(p, r)) → K (Γp(r2, r))

is bijective.
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The proof rests on the following lemma:

Lemma8.2 For every p ∈M and r1 > 0 there exists σ ∈ (0, 1) such that

iσ : K (B(p, r1)) → K (Γp(σr1, r1))

is bijective. Here iσ denotes iΓp(σr1,r1).

Proof. As already pointed out, injectivity always holds. Suppose that surjectivity
fails, then for every σ ∈ (0, 1) there exists a KID xσ ∈ K (Γp(σr1, r1)) such
that xσ �∈ iσ(K (B(p, r1))). Choose any scalar product h on K (Γp(r1/2, r1)).
For σ < 1/2 without loss of generality we can assume that the restriction x̂σ of
xσ to Γp(r1/2, r1) is h-orthogonal to the image of i1/2, and that h(x̂σ, x̂σ) = 1.
Since K (Γp(r1/2, r1)) is finite-dimensional there exists a sequence σi → 0 such
that x̂σi converges to some x̂0, with h(x̂0, x̂0) = 1. Further x̂0 is h-orthogonal to
i1/2(K (B(p, r1))). It should be clear from (5.4)–(5.5) that for i such that σ > σi,
the sequence of KIDs on Γp(σr1, r1) obtained by restricting xσi to Γp(σr1, r1)
converges, and defines a non-trivial KID which restricts to x̂0 on Γp(r1/2, r1), with
the limit being independent of σ in the obvious sense. This shows that there exists a
KID x0 defined onB(p, r1)\{p1} such that x̂0 is the restriction of x0 to Γp(r1/2, r1).
But (5.4)–(5.5) further shows that x0 can be extended to a KID defined onB(p, r1),
still denoted by x0. It follows that x̂0 = i1/2(x0), which contradicts orthogonality
of x̂0 with the image of i1/2. �
Proof of Proposition 8.1: Let r2 = σr1, with σ given by Lemma 8.2. Every KID on
Γp(r2, r) induces, by restriction, a KID on Γp(r2, r1), therefore dim K (Γp(r2, r)) ≤
dimK (Γp(r2, r1)). By Lemma 8.2 we have dim K (Γp(r2, r1)) = dimK (B(p, r)).
Again by restriction we have dim K (B(p, r)) ≤ dim K (Γp(r2, r)), whence the
result. �

Corollary 8.3 Suppose that K (B(p, r)) = {0}. Then for any ε > 0 there exists
ε > r1 > 0 such that K (Γp(r1, r)) = {0}. �

Recall that the constraints map has been defined by the formula:

 J

ρ


 (K, g) :=


 2(−∇jKij + ∇i trK)

R(g) − |K|2 + (trK)2 − 2Λ


 . (8.1)

The following is one of the key steps of the proof:

Theorem 8.4 For 	 ∈ N, 	 ≥ 2, α ∈ (0, 1), p ∈ M , r, η > 0, let the symbol P
denote the linearization of the constraints operator (8.1) at

(K, g) ∈ (C�+2,α × C�+2,α
)
(B(p, r)),

and let
xη = (δKη, δgη) ∈

(
C�+2,α × C�+2,α

)
(B(p, r))
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be an “approximate solution” of the linearized constraint equations defined on
B(p, r), in the sense that:

‖Pxη‖(C�+1,α×C�,α)(B(p,r)) ≤ η .

1. There exists a constant C such that if iΓp(σr,r) is surjective for some σ ∈
(0, 1/2], then there exists a solution x ∈ (C�+2,α × C�+2,α

)
(B(p, r)) of the

linearized constraint equations supported in B(p, r) such that

‖x− xη‖(C�+2,α×C�+2,α)(B(p,σr)) ≤ Cη . (8.2)

x is smooth if (K, g) and xη are.

2. For 	 ≥ 4, for any (K0, g0) in
(
C�+2,α × C�+2,α

)
(B(p, r)), and for any r0

such that B(p, r0) has smooth boundary, the constant C can be chosen inde-
pendently of σ ∈ (0, 1/2], (K, g), and r satisfying 0 < r ≤ r0, for all (K, g)
sufficiently close in

(
C�+2,α × C�+2,α

)
(B(p, r0)) to (K0, g0).

Remark 8.5 The restriction σ ≤ 1/2 is arbitrary, the argument applies with any
0 < σ ≤ σ0 ∈ (0, 1), with a constant in (8.2) depending perhaps upon σ0.

Proof. We use the definitions and notation of [11]. In particular if Ω is a domain
with smooth boundary, then

Λsk,α = H̊s2 ∩ Csk,α .

Roughly speaking, functions in that space behave as o(xs) near the boundary
{x = 0}, with derivatives of order j, 0 ≤ j ≤ k, being allowed to behave as o(xs−j).
In particular if s > k + α then functions in the space above are in Ck,α(Ω). We
will need the following result [11, Proposition 6.5]:

Proposition 8.6 Suppose that (K0, g0) ∈ (
Ck+2,α × Ck+2,α

)
(M), k ≥ 2, α ∈

(0, 1), and let Ω ⊂ M be a domain with smooth boundary and compact closure.
For all s �= (n + 1)/2, (n+ 3)/2, the image of the linearization P , at (K0, g0), of
the constraints map, when defined on

(
Λ−s+1
k+2,α × Λ−s+2

k+2,α

)
(Ω), is

{
(J, ρ) ∈ Λ−s

k+1,α × Λ−s
k,α such that 〈(J, ρ), (Y,N)〉(L2⊕L2)(Ω,dµg0 ) = 0

for all (Y,N) ∈ Hs−n
1 ×Hs−n

2 satisfying P ∗(Y,N) = 0
}
.

Further P−1(0) ⊂ Λ−s+1
k+2,α × Λ−s+2

k+2,α splits. �

The proof of point 1 of Theorem 8.4 will proceed in two steps:

Step 1: We set M := B(p, r), k = 	, (g0,K0) = (g,K), and we use Proposition 8.6
with s = s1 for some s1 < −1. Now, for such s the space K0 ⊂ K(B(p, r)) above
is the space of KIDs on B(p, r) which vanish at S(p, r) := ∂B(p, r) together with
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their first derivatives; but Equations (5.4)–(5.5) imply that there are no such non-
trivial KIDs. It follows that P is surjective, with the splitting property being
equivalent to the fact that there exists a closed subspace X ⊂ Λ−s+1

k+2,α × Λ−s+2
k+2,α

such that the restriction of P to X is an isomorphism. This shows that there exists
x̂η ∈ Λ−s+1

k+2,α × Λ−s+2
k+2,α satisfying

‖x̂η‖Λ−s+1
k+2,α×Λ−s+2

k+2,α
≤ Cη ,

and P (x̂η) = −P (xη) ⇔ P (xη + x̂η) = 0.

Step 2: Now, because s = s1 < −1, the correction term x̂η could be blowing-up
near S(p, r), while we want a solution which vanishes there to rather high order.
To correct that, let ϕ be any smooth non-negative function which is identically
one on B(p, 5r/8), and vanishes on Γp(3r/4, r), set

yη = ϕ(xη + x̂η) .

Then P (yη) is supported in Γp(5r/8, 3r/4) ⊂ Γ(σr, r). We now use Proposition 8.6
once again, with some s = s2 > 	+ 3, to find x̃η ∈ (C�+2,α × C�+2,α

)
(Γp(σr, r)),

which extends by zero both through S(p, σr) and through S(p, r) in a C�+2,α ×
C�+2,α manner, such that

P (x̃η + yη) = 0 ⇐⇒ P (x̃η) = −Pyη =: zη .

This will be possible if and only if zη is orthogonal in L2(Γp(σr, r)) to K0(Γp(σr, r)),
where now K0(Γp(σr, r)) coincides with the space of all KIDs on Γp(σr, r). Let,
thus, w = (Y,N) ∈ K0(Γp(σr, r)), by hypothesis there exists a KID ŵ defined on
B(p, r) such that w is the restriction to Γp(σr, r) of ŵ. We then have∫

Γp(σr,r)

〈w,Pyη〉 =
∫
B(p,r)

〈ŵ, Pyη〉 =
∫
B(p,r)

〈P̂ ∗ŵ, yη〉 = 0 .

Here the first and the second equalities are justified because Pyη is supported in
Γp(σr, 3r/4), while the last one follows because, by definition of a KID, P ∗ŵ = 0.
This provides the desired x̃η. Setting xη = ϕ(x+ x̂η) + x̃η, point 1 is proved.

To prove point 2, we first note that the value of σ does not affect the constant
C, as that constant arises from step 1 of the proof of point 1: the perturbation x̃η
from step 2, which could depend upon σ, is supported away from B(p, σr). The
result is proved now by the usual contradiction argument: Consider the map

πK⊥g
0
Lε,x,xs−n/2 : K⊥g

0 ∩ (Λ−s
k+3,α × Λ−s

k+4,α) −→ K⊥g
0 ∩ (Λ−s

k+1,α × Λ−s
k,α) , (8.3)

with Lε,x,xs−n/2 being a regularized version, as in [11], of the map Lx,xs−n/2 of [10,
Section 5]. Equation (8.2) will fail to hold only if there exists a sequence of radii
rn and data (Kn, gn) on B(p, rn) near (K0, g0)|B(p,rn), with KIDs (Yn, Nn) ∈ K⊥g

0

such that

‖(Yn, Nn)‖Λ−s
3,α×Λ−s

4,α
= 1 and ‖Lε,x,xs−n/2(Yn.Nn)‖|Λ−s

1,α×Λ−s
0,α

≤ 1/n .
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Consider an extracted sequence, still denoted by rn, converging to r∞. If r∞ > 0,
then (K0, g0)|B(p,r∞) would admit a KID vanishing, together with its first deriva-
tives, at S(p, r∞), a contradiction. On the other hand suppose that r∞ = 0, in-
troduce geodesic coordinates for the metrics (Kn, gn) centred at p; this might lead
to a loss of two derivatives of the metric, so we increase the threshold on 	 from
two to four. Consider the sequence (K̃n, g̃n) on B(p, 1) obtained by scaling up the
ball B(p, rn) to B(p, 1). Then (K̃n, g̃n) converges to (0, δ), where δ is the Euclidean
metric on B(p, 1). As before one obtains a contradiction because there are no KIDs
vanishing, together with their first derivatives, on S(p, 1) for (K, g) = (0, δ).

Smooth solutions can be obtained proceeding as above, but working instead
with exponentially-weighted rather than power-weighted spaces. �

The main result of this section is the following (see footnote 2):

Theorem 8.7 Let M be a compact manifold with boundary, suppose that 	 ≥ 	0(n),
α ∈ (0, 1) for some 	0(n) (	0(3) = 6), and let (M,K, g) be a C�,α × C�,α vacuum
initial data set such that

K (M) = {0} .
For any p ∈ M \ ∂M and for any ε > 0 there exists r > 0 and an ε-small, in a
C�,α × C�,α topology, vacuum perturbation (Kε, gε) of (K, g) such that

K (U ) = {0} for all U such that U ∩B(p, r) �= ∅ .
Further, (Kε, gε) can be chosen to coincide with (K, g) in a neighborhood of ∂M .

Proof. For definiteness in the proof we will assume n = 3, for n > 3 in the argument
below Theorem 5.3 should be replaced by its higher-dimensional generalization
provided by Theorem 7.4. If the polynomial Q of point 1 of Theorem 5.3 does
not vanish at p, we let r > 0 be small enough so that Q has no zeros on B(p, r).
Otherwise, let δx := (δK, δg) be as in point 3 of Theorem 5.3 with 	 = 1 and
k = 3. Let ε > 0, as Q is a polynomial we have

Q[x+ εδx](p) = εj(Q(j)[δx])(p) +O(εj+1) ,

for some j ≥ 1 such that (Q(j)[δx])(p) �= 0. By Proposition 8.1 for any r > 0 there
exists σr ∈ (0, 1) such that the conditions of Theorem 8.4 are satisfied. We then
have

‖Pδx‖(C3,α×C2,α)(B(p,r)) ≤ ‖Pδx‖(C4×C3)(B(p,r)) ≤ C1r ,

and Theorem 8.4 provides a solution δx̃ of the linearized constraint equations
supported in B(p, r) such that

‖δx− δx̃‖C4,α(B(p,σrr)) ≤ CC1r .

Choosing r small enough so that CC1r ≤ ε one obtains

Q[x+ εδx̃](p) = εj(Q(j)[δx+O(ε)])(p) +O(εj+1)) = εj(Q(j)[δx])(p) +O(εj+1) .
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Since δx̃ satisfies the linearized constraint equations and since K (M) = {0}, it
follows from [10, Theorem 5.6] together with the regularization technique from [11]
that for ε small enough we can find δx̂(ε), with ‖δx̂(ε)‖C4(B(p,r)) ≤ C2ε

2, such that
x+ εδx̃+δx̂(ε) satisfies the vacuum constraint equations. Choosing ε small enough
so that C2ε ≤ ε1/2 we then obtain

Q[x+ εδx̃+ δx̂(ε)](p) = εj(Q(j)[δx̃+O(ε1/2)])(p) +O(εj+1)
= εj(Q(j)[δx])(p) +O(εj+1/2) �= 0

for ε small enough. Replacing r by a smaller number if necessary so that Q[x +
εδx̃ + δx̂(ε)] has no zeros on B(p, r), the resulting data set has no KIDs in any
subset of B(p, r) by point 1 of Theorem 5.3.

The construction described so far leads to a perturbed initial data set which
agrees with the starting one at ∂M to arbitrarily high order. Consider, next, a
collar neighborhood Ns = {p ∈ M : d(p, ∂M) < s} of ∂M . Arguments as in
Lemma 8.2 show that K (Ms := M \ Ns) = {0} for s small enough. Applying
the result already established to Ms one obtains a perturbation which vanishes
on Ns. �

An identical proof, based on the results in Section 6, gives:

Theorem 8.8 Let (M, g) be a n-dimensional C�,α compact Riemannian manifold
with boundary, suppose that 	 ≥ 	0(n), α ∈ (0, 1) for some 	0(n), and suppose that
g has constant scalar curvature s. Assume that there are only trivial static KIDs,

N (M) = {0} .
For any p ∈ M \ ∂M and for any ε > 0 there exists r > 0 and an ε-small, in a
C�,α topology, perturbation gε of g with scalar curvature s such that

N (U ) = {0} for all U such that U ∩B(p, r) �= ∅ .
Further, gε can be chosen to coincide with g in a neighborhood of ∂M .

9 Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3

Proof of Theorem 1.2: Let Q be the polynomial of Theorem 5.3, set

V̂p = {vacuum initial data such that Q[K, g](p) �= 0} ,

then V̂p is open and contained in Vp. To show density, let Mi ⊂M be a sequence
of relatively compact domains with smooth boundary such that M = ∪iMi. The
argument of the proof of Lemma 8.2 shows that K (Mi) = {0} for i large enough.
Point 1 follows then from Theorem 8.7 with M there equal to M i. The time-
symmetric case is obtained similarly by Theorem 8.8. Point 2 is established by
repeating the argument of the proof of Theorem 4.1. �
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Proof of Theorem 1.3: Openness follows from Proposition 4.2, it remains to es-
tablish density. We start by showing that for spatially compact CMC initial data
KIDs are “purely spacelike”. Somewhat more generally, one has:

Proposition 9.1 Consider a vacuum initial data set (M, g,K) with constant τ :=
trgK = 0, suppose that (1.2) holds, and assume that (M, g) is geodesically complete
(perhaps as a manifold with boundary). Let (N,Y ) be a KID on M satisfying

lim
r→∞ sup

q∈Sp(r)
|N(q)| = 0 , (9.1)

for some p ∈M , where Sp(r) is the boundary of the geodesic ball of radius r centred
at p. If N �≡ 0, then K is pure trace, M is compact and (M, g) is Einstein.

Remark 9.2 A KID satisfying (9.1) will be called asymptotically tangential ; a KID
with N ≡ 0 will be called tangential. In the compact boundaryless case we have
Sp(r) = ∅ for r large enough, so all KIDs are asymptotically tangential.

Proof. We note that if M has a boundary, then Sp(r) ∩ ∂M := ∂Bp(r) ∩ ∂M �= ∅
for r large, so that (9.1) implies that N vanishes on ∂M . The KID equations imply

∆N =
(
|K|2 − 2Λ

(n− 1)

)
N =

(
|K̃|2 +

(trgK)2

n
− 2Λ

(n− 1)

)
N ,

where K̃ is the trace-free part of K. Equation (1.2) and the maximum principle
show that either K̃ ≡ 0, with (1.2) being an equality, and N = const, or N ≡ 0.
In the former case the KID equations further imply Ricci flatness of g. The case
N �≡ 0 is compatible with (9.1) only if Sp(r) = ∅ for r sufficiently large, which is
equivalent to compactness of M . �

We note the following straightforward consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Pro-
position 4.2:

Proposition 9.3 Consider the collection of Riemannian metrics on a three-dimen-
sional manifold with a Ck (weighted, with arbitrary weights, in the non-compact
case) topology, k ≥ 5. The set of such Riemannian metrics which have no globally
defined conformal Killing vectors is open and dense.

Proof. Choose any relatively compact Ω ⊂ M , then by Theorem 2.1 and Propo-
sition 4.2 there exists an open and dense set of metrics which have no conformal
Killing vector fields on Ω, then those metrics do not have globally defined confor-
mal Killing vector fields either. �

Our next result uses spaces Ck,αϕ,ψ defined in Appendix A. The weights ϕ and ψ
in our next result have to be chosen in a way compatible with the conformal method
in the asymptotically flat regions [8], similarly in the asymptotically hyperbolic
regions [2], while ϕ = ψ = 1 in the compact case. The differentiabilities here are
different, as compared to Theorem 1.3, because under the CMC restriction the
conformal method can be used:
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Corollary 9.4 There exists k1(n), with k1(3) = 5, such that for k ≥ k1(n) and α ∈
(0, 1) the following holds: There exists a Ck,αϕ,ψ ×Ck−1,α

ϕ,ψ -open and dense collection
of vacuum CMC initial data sets (M, g,K) which are either

1. asymptotically flat with compact interior (then Λ = 0), or
2. asymptotically hyperbolic as in [2], or
3. defined on a compact M , with Λ satisfying (1.2),

and which do not have any asymptotically tangential KIDs.

Proof. Let U be the set of vacuum initial data (g,K) ∈ Ck,αϕ,ψ×Ck−1,α
ϕ,ψ such that g

is Einstein. This class of initial data obviously forms a closed set with no interior.
Let V1 be the complement of U within the set of all vacuum Ck,αϕ,ψ×Ck−1,α

ϕ,ψ initial
data, then V1 is open and dense. Choose any p ∈ M , and let V2 be the set of
initial data in V1 such that K is not pure trace, and such that the polynomial
Q[H,DH,D2H ] of Theorem 2.1 does not vanish at p, then V2 is open. Consider
any (g,K) which is not in V2 and which is not in U , by Proposition 9.3 for any
ε > 0 there exists a metric g′(ε) which is in V2 (and therefore has no conformal
Killing vectors) such that ‖g − g′(ε)‖C5

ϕ,ψ
≤ ε. Using K as the seed solution for

the extrinsic curvature, the conformal method [2, 8, 17] allows one to solve for a
nearby solution (M, g(ε),K(ε)) of the vacuum constraint equations. Let (N,Y ) be
a KID for g(ε). By Proposition 9.1 the KID (N,Y ) is tangential, N ≡ 0, which
implies that Y is a Killing vector field of g(ε). Now g(ε) is a conformal deformation
of g′(ε), therefore Y is a conformal Killing vector field of g′(ε), hence Y = 0. It
follows that V2 provides the desired open and dense set. �

On compact boundaryless manifolds all KIDs are asymptotically tangential,
and Theorem 1.3 is established in this case.

Consider, next, the asymptotically flat case, with an r−β weighted topology,
β ∈ (0, n − 2). Recall that we want to prove density of metrics without KIDs.
For such β the result can be established as follows: consider the set of solutions
of the constraint equations on R

3 \ B(0, R), which approach (g,K) at S(0, R)
exponentially fast as in [11, Theorem 6.6], and which are r−β-asymptotically flat.
A straightforward generalization of [11, Corollary 6.3] applies to this space of
initial data and shows that this collection forms a manifold. It follows that each
linearized solution of the constraint equations constructed as at the beginning of
the proof of Theorem 8.7 is tangent to a curve of solutions, which coincide with
(g,K) away from the asymptotic region R

3 \ B(0, R). This establishes point 1 of
Theorem 1.3. We note that the condition trgK = 0 is not necessarily preserved by
the perturbation just constructed. However, it follows from the implicit function
theorem, or from the results of Bartnik [3], that the deformed initial data set on
R

3 \ B(0, R) can be deformed in the associated space-time to obtain a data set
with vanishing mean extrinsic curvature, proving point 2. Point 3 is established as
above using [11] in the K ≡ 0 setting.

In the conformally compactifiable case the argument is identical, based on [11,
Theorem 6.7].
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In the asymptotically flat case with β = n − 2 some more work is needed.
For simplicity we consider only smooth initial data, but the construction works
also in the finite differentiability case. The idea is to obtain solutions up to kernel
using the techniques of [10,14], and to show that one can correct for the kernel by
changing the metric in the asymptotic region, the argument proceeds as follows.
Let Γ(R, 2R) be a coordinate annulus, with inner radius R and outer radius 2R,
contained in the asymptotically flat region, let x = (K, g). Let δx = (δK, δg)
be a solution of the linearized constraint equations supported in Γ(5R/4, 7R/4),
constructed as at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 8.7, so that xε = x+ εδx
has no KIDs on Γ(R, 2R) for all positive ε small enough. By construction xε fails to
solve the constraint equations by O(ε2). We use the terminology of [10, Sections 8.1
and 8.2]. Let Q0 = (m0, �p0,�c0, �J0) denote the Poincaré charges of x0 = x, and for
Q in a neighborhood of Q0 let yQ = (KQ, gQ) be a reference family of metrics
obtained on R

n\B(R) as follows: by scaling, boosting, and space-translating (K, g)
one is led to a family of initial data sets with mass m, ADM-momentum �p, and
centre of mass �c covering a neighborhood of (m0, �p0,�c0). Choosing R large enough,
a construction in [22] can be used to deform each of the solutions obtained so far
to initial data sets with arbitrary angular momentum in a neighborhood of �J0.7

One can now glue xε with yQ using the techniques described in detail in [10, 14]
obtaining, for ε + |Q − Q0| small enough, on Γ(R, 2R) a “solution up-to-kernel”
zε,Q = (Kε,Q, gε,Q) which smoothly extends across the inner sphere B(0, R) to
x, which smoothly extends across the exterior sphere B(0, 2R) to yQ, and which
differs from xε by terms which are quadratic in ε and in Q − Q0. Making ε and
|Q − Q0| smaller if necessary, the arguments presented in Sections 8.1 and 8.2
of [10] show that one can find Q(ε) so that zε,Q(ε) solves the constraints, providing
the desired solution without global KIDs. �

A Topologies

In this paper we prove both density and openness results, and there does not seem
to be a topology which captures both features in an optimal way. The aim of this
appendix is to discuss those issues in some detail.

As already pointed out in the introduction, a possible topology for which
our results hold is the following: one chooses some smooth complete Riemannian
metric h on M , which is then used to calculate norms of tensors and their h-
covariant derivatives; we shall denote this topology by T k(h). If M is compact,
the resulting topology is h-independent, and all our results in the compact case hold
with such topologies, for appropriate k’s. However, when M is not compact, there
exist choices of h which will lead to different topologies; nevertheless, for each such

7The point of the current construction is to obtain a “reference family”, as defined in [10],
near the initial data we started with. An alternative way is to first deform the initial data to
data which are exactly Kerr outside of a compact set with large radius, and use the Kerr family
as the reference family.
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choice Theorems 1.2 holds. Further, all the results, except the perturbations that
remove global KIDs in an asymptotically flat or asymptotically hyperbolic region,
remain true if, e.g., weighted Ck,αφ,ϕ topologies defined with respect to h are used,
as defined in [10], with norm

‖u‖Ck,αφ,ϕ(h) = supx∈M
∑k
i=0

(
‖ϕφi∇(i)u(x)‖h

+ sup0	=dh(x,y)≤φ(x)/2ϕ(x)φi+α(x)‖∇
(i)u(x)−∇(i)u(y)‖h

dαh(x,y)

) ,

with any weight functions φ and ϕ; we shall denote such topologies by T k,α
φ,ϕ (h).

Finally, all openness and density results established in this paper, including state-
ments involving the field equations, will hold with any choice of h and weight
functions except for the following restriction: if (M, g,K) contains an asymptot-
ically flat region, and one wishes to construct a perturbation that gets rid of a
globally defined KID while preserving the field equations, then h should be chosen
to be, e.g., the Euclidean metric in the asymptotically flat region, with the weights
φ = r, ϕ = r−β , for some β ∈ (0, n− 2]. Similarly, in the context of Corollary 9.4
and of point 4 of Theorem 1.3, the weights in the asymptotically hyperbolic re-
gion should be chosen in a way compatible with the asymptotic conditions in the
conformally compactifiable region as in [2].

While the above topologies seem satisfactory for most purposes, the optimal
topology for perturbations that get rid, e.g., of Killing vectors, at a given point p,
is that of convergence in the space of kth jets of the metric at p, with k ≥ k0(n),
for some k0(n) as described above, on the space of metrics which coincide with
the starting metric g away from a compact neighborhood of p. However, this space
is unnecessarily small for our openness results, which do not hold in such a weak
topology in any case; see also Remark 4.3.

B “Local extends to global” in the simply connected
analytic setting

In this appendix we wish to generalise Nomizu’s theorem [20] concerning Killing
vectors to conformal Killing vectors and to KIDs. It should be clear that our
argument applies to a large class of similar overdetermined systems with analytic
coefficients, such as, e.g., those considered in [7]. In particular the proof given here
applies to Killing vector fields in arbitrary signature, and seems to be somewhat
simpler than the original one.

Theorem B.1 Let (M, g) be a simply connected analytic pseudo-Riemannian
manifold.

1. Every locally defined conformal Killing vector extends to a globally defined
one.

2. If, moreover, K is also analytic then every locally defined KID extends to a
globally defined one.
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Proof. We give the proof for KIDs, the argument for conformal Killing vector fields
is identical. Let r, Pα and Lk be as in Section 7.

We note the following:

LemmaB.2 Consider a KID x defined on an open set Ω, let γ : [0, 1] → M be
a differentiable path such that γ : [0, 1) → Ω, with γ(1) �∈ γ([0, 1)). Then there
exists a neighborhood U of γ([0, 1]) and a KID x̂ defined on U such that x = x̂
on γ([0, 1)).

Proof. Equation (7.4) shows that each covariant derivative Dαr of r satisfies along
γ the linear equation

D (Dαr ◦ γ)
ds

= γ̇µ ((DµDαr) ◦ γ) = (Pµαr) ◦ γ ,

with the multi-index µα in Pµα defined in the obvious way. It follows that each

Fα(s) := (Dαr ◦ γ) (s)

extends by continuity to some values, denoted by Fα(1), such that

Fα(1) = Pα(γ(1))F (1) ,

where F (1) = lims→1 r(γ(s)). By continuity the integrability conditions Lk = 0
are satisfied by F (1), and therefore, by the argument given after (7.4), there exists
ε > 0 and a solution of the KID equations defined on B(γ(1), ε) for some ε > 0. We
can cover γ([0, 1]) by a finite number of open balls Bi := B(γ(si), ri), i = 1, . . . , N ,
such that s1 = 0, sN = 1, rN ≤ ε, with the balls pairwise disjoint except for the
neighboring ones: Bi ∩ Bj = ∅ if |i − j| > 1. It should be clear that the solution
just constructed on B(γ(1), ε) coincides with that which exists already on the
overlap with B(γ(sN−1), rN−1). The desired neighborhood is obtained by setting
U = ∪iB(γ(si), ri). �

Returning to the proof of Theorem B.1, let q be any point in Ω, let p ∈M , and
let γ : [0, 1] → M be any piecewise differentiable path without self-intersections
with γ(0) = q, γ(1) = p. Let I ⊂ [0, 1] be the set of numbers s such that there
exists a neighborhood Us of γ|[0,s] and a KID xs defined on Us such that xs = x
near p. Then I is open by definition, it is closed by Lemma B.2, therefore I = [0, 1].

We have thus shown:

LemmaB.3 For any piecewise differentiable path γ : [0, 1] → M without self-
intersections, with γ(0) ∈ Ω, there exist a neighborhood U of γ and a KID xγ
defined on U , coinciding with x on U ∩ Ω. �

Any γ as in Lemma B.3 allows us therefore to extend x to a neighborhood
of p. It remains to show that this extension is γ–independent. Let thus γ and
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γ̂ be two differentiable paths from q to p without self-intersections, since M is
simply connected there exist a homotopy of differentiable paths γt : [0, 1] → M ,
t ∈ [0, 1], with γt(1) = p, γt(0) = q, γ0 = γ and γ1 = γ̂. If any γt self-intersects
at s1 and s2, with s1 < s2, we replace it by a new path, still denoted by γt,
obtained by staying at γt(s1) for s ∈ [s1, s2]; this procedure is repeated until all
self-intersections of γt have been eliminated. Let r(t) denote the value of r at p
obtained from Lemma B.3 by following γt, then r is a continuous function of t.
The set of t’s for which r(t) = r(0) is closed by continuity of r, it is open by
Lemma B.3, hence r(0) = r(1), which establishes Theorem B.1. �
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